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Abstract

The optical Sagnac effect is considered, when the fictitious gravitational field simulates the

reflections from the mirrors. It is shown that no contradiction exists between the conclusions

of the laboratory and rotated observers. Because of the acting of gravity-like Coriolis force the

trajectories of co- and anti-rotating photons have different radii in the rotating reference frame,

while in the case of the equal radius the effective gravitational potentials for the photons have

to be different.
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Since its discovery at the beginning of the 20th century the Sagnac effect [1] has played an

important role in the understanding and development of fundamental physics (for a review see

[2]). The Sagnac effect is the dependence of the interference pattern of the rotating interferometer

on the direction and speed of rotation. This phenomenon is universal and manifests for any kind

of waves, including matter waves and has found a variety of applications for practical purposes

and in fundamental physics [2]. It has also a direct experimental verification for large distances

in the experiments of clocks transported around the earth [3]. For the laboratory observer the

Sagnac effect seems to have a simple explanation - because of the rotation the round-trip distance

traveled by the waves co-rotating with the platform is greater than that for the anti-rotating

waves.

Some misunderstandings appear when considering the optical Sagnac effect from the view-

point of an observer on the rotating disk (see for example [4]), where both light beams travel

the same distance. Since the round-trip time along a closed path on the disk is different for

clockwise and anti-clockwise photons the non-inertial observer can conclude that the speed of

the light measured locally on the disk depends on the direction and speed of rotation. On the

other hand, in accordance with General Relativity consistently defined speed of light for any

observer turns out to be exactly the same, just as in the case of an inertial reference frame [5].

In the context of the Sagnac effects the null result of the Michelson-Morley experiment (for

modern realization see, for example [6]) is also not clear. Applying the same logic to the sun

centered rotating frame one would expect to find different light speed in the direction of the

earth rotation from that in the other direction. Some authors [7, 8] claimed that the effect of

the earth rotation really was observed by [6], but was rejected as a "spurious" signal.

Another problem is the explanation of the experiments where the effects of placing of trans-

parent media on the paths of the beams were analyzed [9]. No interference fringe change was

observed between the light beams in air and in other media configurations. However, the change

was observed when the media was stationary and the platform was rotated.

Several authors have attempted to explain the Sagnac effect: using the General Relativity

[9,10]; from the special relativistic Doppler effect at the mirrors [11]; by coupling the momentum

of interfering particles to rotation [12]; introducing various types of relativistic transformations

for rotating frames [13]; using the restricted formula of the 3-space element [14]; considering the

non-invariance of the light speed for the rotating observers [4, 8, 15].

To make a round-trip on the disk the photon must be reflected by several mirrors and its

path has the shape of a polygon. For example, in the classical Sagnac experiment [1] the light

path was quadratic. The form of the trajectory is close to the circle when the number of sides

of the polygon is large. To consider a limiting case of circular trajectories in this paper we

would like to introduce the fictitious gravitational potential and write the effective metric for

the photons in the form

ds2 = c2(l - 2A/r)dt2 - dr2 - r2dcj>2 - dz2. (1)



This metric is not a solution of Einstein's equations and "gravitational mass" A is only a constant

simulating the reflection of photons. In order to have a closed trajectory of photons in (1) we

do not change the spatial part of the metric. Since the rotating frame is fiat the metric (1) is

the only acceptable form to describe photon motion at a fixed radius.

The geodesic equation dka/dX + T'^vk
likv = 0 for the photons moving on the circle (z —

0, r = p = const) reduces to

dt dd> (PA (dt\2 (d<j>\2
 /ns— = const, — = const, — T I — = r — ) , (2)

dX dX r* \dXJ \dXJ

where kv = dxv' jdX is a wave 4-vector and A is some parameter varying along the ray.

This system and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the photons g^k^k^ = 0, which is equiv-

alent to ds2 = 0, gives the value of the radius of the trajectory p = 3.A, and the expression

for the angular velocity d<f>/dt = (c2A/p3)1/2 as well. Finally we find the expected value of the

proper time r = y/gttt = t/V3 — 2-npc which is needed by the photons to travel the circle of the

radius p.

For the case of disks uniformly rotating in different directions with the angular velocities ±w

the metric (1) transforms to [16]

ds\ = c2(l - 2A/r - rW/c2)dt2 - dr2 - r2d<t>2 db 2r2ud$dt - dz2. (3)

The transformation of (1) to (3) is in full accordance with numerous cyclotron experiments

supporting the contention that (3) is the correct form of the metric of a rotating disk, but

only for the observer at the centre [14], or for any inertial observer (despite the fact that it

corresponds to the Galilean composition law of velocities [17]). As in every stationary field, the

clocks on the rotating body cannot be uniquely synchronized at all points and the metric (3)

cannot be used for a rotating observer. There is no frame of a rotating disk as a whole, because

each part of the disk belongs to a different frame.

The geodesic equations (2) for the observer at the centre, or inertial observer now have the

form

dt d<p fcA o 2 1 (dk\ f dd>\ dt d<f> . .
— = const, — = const, —5 r u> I — I = r I —— qF ̂ rtjJ~jr~rr- (4)
dX dX \ r I \dXJ \dXJ dXdX

This system and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, yields p — 3A and d$/dt = {c2A/pz)ll2 rfcw. In

the first approximation in (cjp/c) the last relation gives the travel times t « r =F 27rp2w/c2 of

co- and anti-rotated photons along the circle of the radius p. For the time lag we recover the

well-known Sagnac formula for the inertial observer

5T W ASujc2, (5)

where S — irp2 is the area of the projection of the trajectory spanned by the photons.

In the rotating frame two fictitious gravity-like forces appear, namely the centrifugal and

Coriolis forces. This is an illustration of the equivalence principle, which asserts that gravity



and the accelerated motion are locally indistinguishable. The centrifugal force does not affect

photons. However, it causes the deformations of the mirrors and shifts the relaxation times for

the electrons in the conductivity zone, which are forming the mirrors. Thus the centrifugal force

changes the constant A.

In the coordinates of the observer at a mirror on the disk the metric describing photon

reflections can be written in form similar to (1)

ds2 = c2(l - 2B/R)dT2 - dR2 - R2d$2 - dZ2. (6)

The " mass" B simulates the motion of the photons along the circle of the radius P and we have

orthogonal time T, just as in the inertial case.

Here we don't want to introduce transformations of the coordinates T, P, $ and Z to the

inertial ones t, p, <f> and z, since they do not connect with the whole disk, but to the frame of

the observer at a certain mirror.

Velocity-depended gravity-like Coriolis force is analogous in form to the Lorentz force on

a charged particle in the presence of a magnetic field [12]. So we can immediately write the

equation which describes the motion of the photons under the influence of the Coriolis force

dk/dT = 2[kH], (7)

where fi is some 3-vector (similar to magnetic field) which appears in a rotated reference system.

The Coriolis force acting on the tangential photons co-rotating (or anti-rotating) with the

disk is directed radially outward away from (or inward towards) the centre. It means that the

photons are deflected away from (or to) the centre as if they are gravitationally repelled (or

attracted) by the disk. The result is that the light beam which is reflected from one mirror

on the disk to the next one falls on the point which is located before (or after) the one it was

falling in the non-rotating case. Thus for a time interval measured by the clock at the mirror

the photons cover less (or more) distances along the disk circumference, in full agreement with

the inertial observer.

Now let us calculate the resulted time lag. For the circular motion the Coriolis force has

only the radial component and (7) yields

dk*/dT = ±2Rk*£l. (8)

Then the geodesic equations of photons moving along the circular orbits (Z = 0, R = P = const)

have to be written in the form different from (2)

dT d$ c2B fdT\2
 n / d $ \ 2

i n d $ d T
— = const, — = const, -—r- — ) = R ( — ) ± 22tt3—-—. (9)
dk dh R2 \dAJ \dAJ dAdA K '

This system and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation leads to

SB = P ± 2QP2/c, d$/dT = c/P « c/ZB ± $2. (10)



From the first equation we see that for the observer on the disk the radii of the trajectories for

anti- and clockwise photons in the case of the same reflection properties of the mirrors (or the

same B) are different

•> / / O/l Z2IOI \ / Q D O \

(11)

From (10) it follows that time intervals T± = 2TTZB/C T 2ir(ZB)29./c2 needed by the beams

to travel around the disk are different and give the time lag (5), where now S = TTP2. In

the real experiment the mirrors on the revolving platform keep the same position for both

light beams. The Coriolis force needed to keep anti- and clockwise light rays in the same

circumference is different for each beam, resulting different metrics for them. In order to have

the same radius for the beams (this corresponds to P+ = P_ in (11)) in the metric (6) different

"gravitational masses" B± have to be introduced (technically it means that we must change

the shapes of mirrors for the beams to keep the photons on the circle). Prom (11) one obtains

B+ — B- w 6B2Q/c and the second equation in (10) gives (5) again.

To understand how a mirror, because of acceleration, distinguishes the anti- and clockwise

photons let us recall the famous tower experiment [18]. In the framework of this experiment

the action of the Coriolis force on light is equivalent to the reception of co-rotated photons by

a mirror from a higher gravitational potential (from upstairs) and of anti-rotated photons from

the lower gravitational potential (from downstairs). Since, after the round reflection on the disk

the cumulative angle factor disappears. For the mirror this effect looks like a redshift of the

anti-rotated and a blueshift of the co-rotated photons as compared with the inertial ones.

A similar situation takes place for the case of the gravitational clock experiment [3] where

two identical clocks were flown around the earth in different directions. The gravitational blue

shift and the special relativistic slowing of the moving clocks are background affects and are

the same for both flying clocks. Only the Coriolis force distinguishes between the co- and anti-

rotating senses of motion. For the co-rotated case the 'repulsive' Coriolis force tends to offset

the gravitational attraction effect and the clock is in a lower gravitational potential as seen by

the earth observer. For the anti-rotating case the gravitational and Coriolis forces have the same

directions. It is well known that the clocks in a higher gravitational potential tick faster. As a

result the anti-rotating clock will be relatively ahead of the co-rotating one with the time shift

(5). A detailed description of the gravitational clock effect for the inertial observer is done in

[19].

In the case of the Michelson-Morley experiment if the mirrors can be placed on the earth's

orbit centered by the sun we shall receive the ordinary Sagnac effect. In the earth experiment

the light makes a round trip in two directions along the earth's surface, but not around the

earth. Along one half of the way photons are co-rotating and after the reflection along the other

half are anti-rotating with the earth. Therefore the effects of 'repulsive' and 'attractive' Coriolis



forces offset each other. However, in precious experiments effects of the earth non-inertiality can

be detected.

One can also understand the effects of the transparent media in Sagnac-type experiments.

The co-rotating medium just changes the "gravitational mass" A in (3) and does not affect (5),

while the inertial medium changes the Coriolis force and the time lag as well.
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